Coordinated multi-point transmission and reception (CoMP) scheme enable LTE-Advanced systems to achieve their higher spectral efficiency. Allowing base stations to cooperate one another is one of the solutions to mitigate the intercell interference (ICI). In this paper, we propose an iterative power allocation scheme with MMSE procoding based on a modified water-filling for downlink CoMP systems, which achieves the optimal performance. The simulation results show that our proposed system can achieve its optimal rate according to its antenna configuration. Comparing them with a block diagonalization (BD) shows the advantages of MMSE precoding, in particular at a low SNR region.
Introduction
Coordinated multi-point transmission and reception (CoMP) scheme has been widely used for LTE-Advanced system to enhance cell average and cell edge throughput. According to a coordinating fashion, CoMP scheme is classified into two strategies [1] : Joint processing (JP) and coordinated scheduing/beamforming (CS/CB). In the JP strategy as shown in Figure 1 , each user equipment (UE) simultaneously receives data from multiple base stations (BSs) with joint multi-user precoding, which is required to share both user data and channel state information (CSI) between base stations (BSs) and user equipments (UEs). Stemming from that, this JP strategy could be used to contribute to not only improving the strength of the receive signal but also cancelling interference. However, it is required to exchange the significant amount of data among links participating in its coordination. Besides, substantial overheads should be taken into account in the network.
Compared with JP, CS/CB can avoid inter-cell interference (ICI) by applying precoding to each BS on an individual basis, which is required to share only CSI without holding user data in common. As depicted in Figure 2 , the solid lines denote the desired signals and the dashed lines denote the interference from other BSs locating in other cells. Since sharing CSI requires much lower capacity than sharing data [2] , CS/CB needs much lower backhaul capacity than JP. A lot of studies have been done on CS/CB [3] [4] [5] . However, an effective algorithm to eliminate the interference for downlink CoMP and network MIMO is still not sufficient. If the interference is known at the transmitters, cooperative encoding using dirty paper coding (DPC) could mitigate the inter-cell interference (ICI) [6] . Apart from DPC, a zero-forcing (ZF) scheme based on block diagonalization (BD) is proposed in [7] . In [8] , BD is applied to a multi-cell scenario with an ICI reduction scheme. However, as pointed out in [9] , performance of BD is suboptimal at a low SNR. In this paper, we use the MMSE precoding to compensate the noise with the interference, with the goal of maximizing the weighted sum rate (WSR). the condition that each UE is equipped with a single antenna and the precoding matrix is chosen in order to maximize the signal-noise-plus-interference ratios (SINR) for each user. Aside from this, a power allocation scheme is also proposed. In [11] , non-iterative water-filling scheme is proposed to solve the problem occurring when applying BD.
This paper i ow a proposed system model. In Section 3, we overview conventional power allocation schemes and propose a modified optimal power selection scheme. In Section 4, we show that our proposed system outperforms conventional systems using computer simulation. In Section 5, we come to some conclusions. Consider a cooperativ both N BSs and N UEs on the condition that each BS is equipped with N t antennas while each UE is equipped with a single an na. In addition, each cell has both a single BS and UE, under the situation that each UE regards the nearest BS as its local BS. 
(1) 
Besides,
.
is the inter-cell interference signal transmitted by B . The desired signal i x of UE i is only transmitted by BS i . u z denotes the noise at UE i , which is a white Gaussian ra dom variable with zero mean and variance 
Power Allocation Scheme
The design of the precoding matrix
where SINR is the signal to noise-plus-interference ratio and the optimization of the powers i P order to maximize a WSR: .
The beamforming matrix is chose MMSE criterion [12] , which maximizes receiver. Therefore, the beamforming matrix is represe V n according to the SINR at the nted as 1 1 ,
where , is the sign ratio (S a possibl power is an N by N identity where ).
For simplicity without loss of generality, we can apate the equation (6) The general problem is to find the powers i P to satisfy ( ) 2 max log 1 ,
Since the powers of different users are cou an optimization approach. We assume that all the powers except are set, that is . Therefore, two subop cation of waterfilling scheme is given by pled, we set i j timum procedures are proposed to derive a closedform solution.
Waterfilling Scheme
The power allo 
Modified Waterfilling Scheme
The maxim of squared weights is defined as:
Therefore, we have to find a constant value K for (9) all the power , the following equatio i P n holds:
This corresponds to a watrefilling distribution with variable water level.
In block diagonalization, the SINR is given by [13] w precod g matrix is chosen from [13] fore, the weighted sum rate is here i l are the diagonal elements of HV where the in . There 2 2 2 1 log 1 .
The solution is given as [11] :
which is also a waterfilling distribution with equal priority.
In fact, the procedures of itera presented before are based on the fact that the powers i hould be found. Ther e, we should ree r the proposed iterative waterfilling aterfilling (MMSE PMWF) found by exhaustive search set to 0 dB. We can see that the optimum MMSE preco tive optimization as j P for j i ¹ are known to obtain i P . For this, a joint optim zation s resul efor pe un at the aforementioned waterfilling procedures to find each i P by adjusting j P values of the preceding step til the ting rate converges after setting arbitrary initial values for j P .
Simulation Results
In this section, w analyze the performance in terms of achievable rates fo (MMSE PWF), modified w and the optimum solution (MMSE ES). We also compare these performances to those of block-diagonalization using a waterfilling scheme (BD WF). For these numerical results, the channel matrix entries are assumed to be independent identically distributed zeromean complex Gaussian random variables with variance of 0.5 per dimension. The initial powers for the iterative WF and MWF have been set equal to the i P of the uniform power distribution and the final power allocations are obtained after 5 iterations in all the simulations. For a fair comparison, SNR is defined as the ratio in dB of 2 max / BS P s . In Figure 4 , we compare the different solutions in terms of mean achievable rate for each user on the condition that each user has the same priority and the SNR is ding found by ES outperforms BD WF for all the values of the number of transmit antennas t N , and MMSE PMWF also outperforms MMSE PWF. Interestingly, the simple solution of MMSE PMWF outperforms BD WF that requires a lengthy numerical optimization, in particular at the low SNR.
In addition, we obtain the region of achievable rates for SNR=0 dB in Figure 5 , where we show the effect of the different power allocation schemes with MMSE precoding. We can see that MMSE PMWF obtains higher ac e optimum power distribution can be obta hievable rates than MMSE PWF. As the number of transmit antennas increases, the difference between MMSE ES and MMSE MWF is larger. However, even if suboptimal, MMSE MWF outperforms BD WF as shown in Figure 1 , without resorting to a lengthy numerical optimization.
The main difference in terms of complexity between MMSE and BD approaches is coming from the power optimization procedure. From the simulation results, we can see that th ined through a lengthy exhaustive search while waterfilling approaches allow a highly reduced complexity at the expense of some performance degradation. Since waterfilling is performed over N user transmissions, it does not depend on the number of transmit antennas. Therefore, the complexity of PWF and PMWF is irrespective of the number of antennas per BS. In addition, MMSE PMWF is a good choice in terms of the balance between complexity and achievable rates.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present feasible combinations of MMSEbased beamforming and iterative waterfilling power allocation schemes that can be applied to the downlink of a CBST system while they are required to take a tradeoff between complexity and achievable rates into consideraed with MMSE beamforming outperforms a R regime. ments tion. In addition, we show that the iterative MWF allocation combin BD scheme that requires a lengthy numerical optimization in the low and moderate SNR regimes under a two-base station/two-user simplified scenario. Furthermore, we show that our proposed iterative MWF scheme obtains a performance close to that of MMSE by exhaustive search at a high SNR regime as well as MMSE and BD have the same performance at a high SN 
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